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INTRODUCTION:
What are you waiting for? Pull on your helmet, get the engine moving, open up the throttle, and take off. You're about to pilot your own CHOPPER through a deadly, never ending, obstacle course that'll rack your brains and test your reflexes. Gun turrets, short range rockets, oil tanks, and ICBM's are just a few of the dangers you'll encounter.

CONTROLS:
Start the game with the (ENTER) key. Then, using the joystick, control your helicopter and your gun sight (upper right hand corner). When an enemy obstacle comes into view, fire with the red button. To the left of the gun sight is a direction indicator. The small arrow indicates which direction your gun is aimed.

JOYSTICK—controls both CHOPPER direction and gun sight simultaneously.

JOYSTICK CONTROL BUTTON—fires gun.

(ENTER) Key—Starts game.

(P) Key—pauses game. Press (ENTER) to resume.

SCORING:

Heat Seeker (flying missiles) come out at ............ 10000
ICBM (Red horizontal flying missile) comes out at .... 5000
Pickup blue men .................................................. 300
White ground to air Missile in the air ...................... 200
Fuel Tanks, Missiles, and Anti Aircraft guns on ground .... 100

The horizontal flying missiles appear randomly when your score is at 5000 or greater for the ICBM, or at 10,000 or greater for the Heat Seeker. Neither missile can be destroyed, just do your best to avoid them.
A blue man can be picked up simply by coming in contact with the helicopter. By picking up twenty blue men, you receive 10,000 bonus points plus an extra helicopter. But, be careful not to fire at one. If you shoot a BLUE man, you also destroy yourself.

UNDERGROUND FORTRESSES

These are small underground caverns containing enemy structures. Maneuver your Chopper in through the entrance and fire on all target, but watch out for those close walls.

LOADING INSTRUCTIONS:

1.) Place cassette in the recorder and press PLAY
2.) Type CLOADM (ENTER)
NOTE: There are two 16K versions on side 1 and two 32K versions on side 2.

For Disk:

1.) Place disk in drive 0.
2.) Either RUN "CHOP16 (16K version) or RUN "CHOP (32K version) will start the game.
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The pounding patter of the blades above, the wind against the glass, the scream of the engines, and your own heavy pulse. This is all to be heard as you slowly guide your chopper into battle.

Grab the stick tight and push your CHOPPER to its limits. Down below, an enemy oil tank. Get it with some tricky shooting. Watch it! Right over that ridge, a gun turret is just waiting for a shot. Jam the stick into the corner, praying that you avoid its deadly barrage. Look, over there! One of your men trapped under a low hanging cliff. Do you have the skill to save him? It'll take a steady hand! Got him, but what's that on the horizon. You've traveled long, taking on enemy fighters at every turn. But now they've launched something never expected, an ICBM. Can your CHOPPER even hope to take on such a weapon?

There's no end to the challenges and the skill you'll encounter. CHOPPER STRIKE!!! It's more than just a game.

THIS PACKAGE CONTAINS 2 VERSIONS OF CHOPPER STRIKE.
A 16K VERSION AND A 32K VERSION.
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